
Setting the 
Scene: 
Euclid’s 
Elements
Some Short Stories from 

mathematics … 



The simple stuff

Elements Book I
Definition 1: A point is that which has no part.
Definition 2: A line is breadthless length.
…..
Definition 23 (variant): Two (non-parallel) straight lines in the same 
plane meet in a (unique) point.
Postulate 1: To draw a straight line from any point to any point.
……
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All in the mind: and all in a triangle

We’re looking back to patterns and symmetry (ep.1), we’ll meet some 
interesting ratios (ep.2) and be doing some more proofs (ep. 4).

Orientation … we’re drawing lots of diagrams – whether paper/ink, or 
electronic, they are only to help us think and imagine. All our lines and 
points are really imaginary (!). 

Sit lightly to the terms (‘alternate angles’, ‘orthocentre’ etc) it’s the 
ideas – the thoughts and reflections that are provoked – that matter. 



Systems of three points and three angles

If three points are not in a line the segments joining each pair of 
points, and the angles between them, form a triangle.
An angle is the inclination of one line to another (Euclid), a complete 
revolution makes an angle of 360o (degrees). The angle on a straight 
line is half a revolution (180o), and a quarter revolution (90o, a right
angle). Angles of a triangle always add up to 180o.



‘Equal’ triangles: congruent and similar

Triangles can be different in both size and shape but equal in area.

Triangles of the same shape and size are congruent (one fits exactly on 
top of the other, their boundaries coincide).

Triangles of the same shape are similar (same angles).

Many theorems give tests for being congruent or being similar.



Equal areas, neither similar nor congruent



Congruent (and similar)



Similar, but not congruent



Lines and 
Points

Some Short Stories from 
mathematics … 



Special lines, special points

This is a story about a triangle (in fact any triangle), and some special lines 
and some special points. The action will concern:

lines being concurrent (meeting together) and 
points being collinear (all in a line). 

We shall show:
Three perpendicular bisectors O, circumcentre
Three medians all concurrent in G, centroid
Three altitudes H, orthocentre



Building up to the Euler line

We shall construct: 
the circumcentre O,   the centroid G,   the orthocentre H, and we shall 
see, and prove, that they are collinear with OG : GH = 1 : 2.

We can construct the Euler line (OGH) with ruler and compass and we 
can construct it by computing (here using Geogebra). Both useful, but 
neither construction is a proof.

The Euler line is a special line through three special points each of 
which arise from three special lines (bisectors, medians, altitudes).



The Euler line

Euler proved in 1767 in a work (in Latin), 
‘Easy solution of some difficult geometric 
problems’ that in any triangle the three 
centres O, G, H are collinear.



Surprise!
Another circle centre of the triangle is also found to lie on the Euler 
line and divides it in another simple ratio. It’s the nine point circle.



Further reading … 

Since the 1980s there has been renewed interest in triangle ‘centres’ 
following a new, rather technical, definition of ‘centre’. See, for 
example, the Wikipedia article Triangle Center with its reference to 
Kimberling’s Encyclopedia of Triangle Centers, and many other sources.
See other interesting related Wiki articles:
Euler Line 
Simson Line
Pedal triangle
Morley’s trisector theorem
Those are mostly concerned with ‘classical’ Euclidean geometry.


